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Losing Your Loved Ones To the Mark of 

the Beast 666 System – ‘Hive Mind’ 

Zombies 

ATTENTION-WARNING-PLEASE STUDY! 

What happens to those taking the Mark of the Beast and what to expect 

 

Today’s Date: 8/7/2021 

It may seem strange regarding the Hive Mind, Mark of the Beast, and the prophetic 

season we are in, but those that are/were in the #GreatAwakening during Trump 

and Q term; helped people to come out of an already simulated reality waking 

them up to trafficking, corruption, and much more, by MSM, Hollywood, TV, our 

Government, and all systems, Health CDC/WHO, (Covid/Corona/Crown of Satan) 

etc. This helped to wake up and teach sleeping individuals what is going on in this 

world which had been concealed from the public.   

The vaccinated, hive mind, and internet airwave connection is taking over the souls 

of people (their life and eternal destiny with God or Satan), and it is forever 

enchanting/charming them into the Beast Hive Mind thinking via the worldwide 

web, Cell towers, Satellite, TV etc. The vaccine COVID related system is the Mark 

of the Beast  through the worldwide web in Banking, Military, Media, News, 
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Health, Education, and so forth.  (Home school is only option-they will try to stop 

you) 

HIVE MIND IMAGES 

 

KINFOLK AND FRIENDS – My vaccinated family member has been saying  that the WEEDS 

are growing up so fast,  and she keeps pulling, haul,  raise, maneuver, scheme, trick, training, 

bring to bear, employ, WEEDS, their getting out of control.  

Also, she is talking about horrible things have taken place in history; like taking many slaves 

1,000’s,  and this ‘shit’ happens like she is expecting it to happen again. She is leaving 

symbolism for me also, for instance she has claimed to be a Christian my whole life, attended 

church and she left for me a sign on the counter a symbolic message, a empty yogurt container 

with a spoon as though she was consuming or eating the message which was “Greek Gods-with a 

Trident” and many other phrases, words, or even actions. As though saying this is what she 

believes now. I cannot express how heartbreaking this all is. 

Those Greek ‘gods’ actually were FALLEN ANGELS or their HYBRID CHILDREN.  Sexual 

perversion was the reason for the flood of Noah. So, As in the days of NOAH, so shall it be in 

the days of the SON OF MAN which is now. 

I believe she was speaking what the ‘Hive Mind’ through the vaccination what the group are 

thinking, agreeing with, on, and in worldwide union. They (people/family members) are 

becoming Satan’s workers/servants influencing all vaccinated individuals thought. Group 

thinking is positive to each other working together, and to the outsiders we/you/others become 

the target; no matter what the relationship was prior. Some are already turned so to speak, and 

others are beginning to be changed over.  I do not believe they can repent as though moral DNA 

was being removed from them. 
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GROUP THINK - They change like a light switch on and off, but always an underlying stream 

of thought comes forward from the group.  Think of this group hooked up to the satellites, 

internet, phones, T.V.s and just the airwaves that send signals to these conduits, channel, and 

control route of thought—the worldwide web system, etc. 

VARIENT - Since the vaccinations have begun, and because of what is in them, including the 

Covid, HIV, Variants (meaning? Evil entities), all names for the same virus; they created the 

problem of the variant and now say we need vaccines to make more variants, departures, 

modifications alternate, and deviation from humans to another alteration  which in DNA 

mingling is most likely other than human or morally motivated.  

PROGRAMMING YOU: They are pushing thought into your mind through via the vaccine nano 

bot crystal computer software/hardware what the central brain (Satan, evil demon spirits) wants 

you to think, dwell on, and enter into your home and mind. If you are not aware of this you begin 

to possibly think their thoughts. If vaccinated you become part of the connected agenda, agreeing 

with it, and so forth.  You must disconnect from all internet, TV programming except for very 

minimal exposure to the propaganda push. 

Possible Related Scripture—Jonah 2:5 “The waters compassed me about, even to the soul: 

the depth closed me round about, the weeds were wrapped about my head.” 

To the SOUL H5315 - soul, self, life, creature, person, appetite, mind, living being, desire, 

emotion, passions, activity of mind-dubious (shady, fishy, untrustworthy, questionable, 

suspect of character bodily or mentally) 

Closed Me round about H5437: bring, cast, fetch, lead, make, walk, × whirl, × round about, 

be about on every side, apply, avoid, beset (about), besiege (overwhelm, blockade, lay 

siege to, engulf, overpower, etc). 

Weeds H5488: reeds, rushes (collective), measuring rod? Waters H4325: of danger, 

violence, transitory fleeting, temporary, momentary things, refreshment (fallen angel 

sexual undercurrent, undertone, suggestion, overtone, semen, etc) 

Wrapped about my head H5437:   Govern, bind, restrain up, and wrapped firmly, head, 

front (forehead), beginning, captain, chief, leader Satan and now their priest. 

HIVE MIND - A notional imaginary, all in the mind or evil demonic entity being, creature, unit 

essence, main part, corpse or thing consisting of a large number of people who share their 

knowledge or opinions with one another, regarded as producing either uncritical conformity or 

collective combined, commune, united,  cooperative intelligence—in science fiction-OR NOT! 

Hive Mind is a unified consciousness awareness, perception, attentiveness, knowledge (Tree of 

Good or Evil-chain of command), or intelligence formed by a number of alien strange, unknown 

individuals, the resulting consciousness typically exerting control over its constituent members. 
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Note: After the Vax many are having bad dreams, thoughts, and in my personal family members 

who is now on and off a stranger, hooked into the 5G, Beast super computer, satellite, internet 

hive mind beast system.   

MIND OVERRIDE - What takes place is an override supersede, countermand, overrule, make 

ineffective by the collective shared, united, and closed society, one with group thinking, so 

whatever the narrative, or agenda your family member is brought into, and takes part is the focus 

of the H. Mind.   

Sadly what this is doing to your loved one or friend is like watching the affects 

of Alzheimer’s; where they forget who they are, who you are, and they actually 

begin to become an enemy. However, I believe much worse; because they can 

turn on you any moment, and you cannot help them.  You have to let go, be 

kind, stay in touch, but realize what is taking place, and try to have peace, you 

may have to remove yourself depending.  

Soon Jesus is taking the children out of here because he is a merciful and 

gracious father and Lord, and also he is taking us his children who seek him 

now, first, and forsake this world now. 

What is a VIRUS? When it is used as a weapon to zombify and subjugates their slave workers? 

Virus in Thesaurus means: bug, creature, being, beast, organism as in evil demonic spirits, 

infection, corruption (DNA), disease, germ, insect, surveillance device, microbe/seed of Satan, 

kernel of evil, altered form, distortion, or version of fraud, dishonesty, and trickery, 

deceitfulness, and untruthfulness, or treachery. 

The crystals, and nano bots also other microbes, infestation of every kind of disease, fungus, 

tracking devices, the computer access and software override goes to the brain and attaches, and I 

would say it was the forehead where most thought and emotions take place. 

Inner Space Movie Link: https://youtu.be/7kQDIosuZuo  (Pay attention to what happens to the 

individual with something inside them given by a shot) 

Matrix Unhooking from the Hive Mind: https://youtu.be/NpyaKWY9HOc (They the leaders of 

our world are hooking you in further to the Matrix and Beast System where you are interjected 

with their reality, and morals, creating alternative thought.  Elon Musk has a USB port for 

hooking right into the Matrix/Hive Mind that is injected by a vaccine, or inserted as a port into 

the back of the head. This is an example of what is happening to people they are being taken 

from who they are into whom Satan will turn them into. 

https://youtu.be/7kQDIosuZuo
https://youtu.be/NpyaKWY9HOc
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I Am Legend – This reveals the kind of Hive Mind after a Pandemic broke out, all preparation by 

Hollywood to make you believe that you need the cure/vaccine to avoid what they turn into, but 

the cure is the virus/plan and method of Satan to Mark 666 in his followers minds with him, his 

thinking, laws, morality, ways and so forth. (Rev 16:2, 19:20) 

Hive Mind may be activated into animal evil behavior, DNA mingling can change the created 

into a potential creature other.  Hive mentality without the vaccination? Silent the people, make 

them one and take away the image of God. 

 

Here is what is happening right now in TV, Movies preprogrammed by algorithms, words we 

speak, and their agenda of interjection into everyday life, commercials, and even the Olympics. 

What they are doing is trying to promote the narrative, ideas, replacements and desires of  Satan, 

and or those involved with Satan’s system.  

Example:  If they want you to believe that you will be safe taking the vaccine, and you mention 

you had concerns about a part of the vaccine.  All of a sudden you will get answers to those 

questions (lies/deceptions usually, or a pre determined agenda or outcome), and it will show up 

in all programming.  Commentators, commercials, News Casters, and so forth.   

They will begin to act strange, maybe attacking you in various ways. They may pressure to get 

vaccinated and use different tactics to persuade you, but it is not them, you are now estranged 

from them depending on where they are in transformation.  Know this, be encouraged in 

scripture, talking to Jesus our Lord and Father God, remove self from the environment 

temporarily or permanently.  Also, the first Rapture is no later than Sept/Oct 2021 or so I am 

told. Be Ready NOW not later. 
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CDC also has Zombie Preparedness’ information – Why? 

I have done other documents on my website, but I wanted to make a short about what the vaccine 

does, what will happen to those you love (not exact) depending on each, how many vaccines, 

how long they have had them, and their spiritual condition when they took the most recent. 

www.yourawake.weebly.com  

US AND THEM Shroyer https://youtu.be/fveA7E1wms4 

http://www.yourawake.weebly.com/
https://youtu.be/fveA7E1wms4
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Do not get the vaccination or you will lose your soul forever, and are 

Satans property legally. For those who do not get vaccinated and reject 

the Mark of the Beast and the image (Mask). If you repented, believe in 

Jesus as your Savior/Deliverer and believe that he died and rose again 

you may be able to escape in one of the two taking outs, aka Rapture. 

I am so sorry for your loved ones lost, and I lost my Mother, but God has 

prepared a place for you in heaven, or on the New Earth and in a New 

Heaven. Ask him today to spare you, save you, and deliver you for time is 

up! 

    
You are going to lose your loved ones, and I cannot express how painful this is going to be, but 

there is hope, and it is not here in this world, but in Heaven, and those you lose you will gain as 

family in the next. The children will be taken soon to protect them, and the next hope is 

afterwards when those who decide to forsake all in this world, be martyred most likely will gain 

an eternal home and life abundant with Jesus, and Father God in the world to come.  Choose 

between Satan’s Kingdom (also eternal in the Lake of Fire) under lies, cons, deception, taking 

life, or Jesus who will give you life. 


